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WRITING EXTRA
UPPER INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2
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a letter of complaint

4

WRITING TIP
When you write a letter of complaint, you need to make
sure that it is clear and concise. You need to outline
your reason for writing and give a concise description of
the problem. You should also propose a solution to the
problem or suggest action that needs to be taken and
give a suggested time frame. Use formal language and
always be polite!
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Look at the guidelines for a good letter of
complaint at the beginning. Using these guidelines,
is this a good letter of complaint? Why?/Why not?
Match the informal phrases below with formal
phrases in the letter.
1 I am using this letter to ask …
2 I’ve been in touch with …
3 If you want to talk to me …
4 This letter is about …

What are the typical problems that you can have
with a neighbour? Make a list.

5 … find a friendly solution …
6 Thanks for dealing with this problem quickly.
7 Best wishes
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Read the letter about a problem between two
neighbours and answer the questions.
1 What is the problem?
2 What action has the dog owner taken?
3 What action has Steven Jones taken?
4 What solution does Steven Jones propose?
22 Oxbow Close
Little Norton
GL9 65D

5th April
8 Lake Road
Little Norton
GL9 67D
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What are the formal equivalents of the informal
words and phrases below?
1 fixed
2 dealt with
3 talk (n)
4 coming into
5 free
6 houses and gardens
Write a letter (120–180 words) to your local council
complaining about the noise and mess that the
local rubbish collectors make every week outside
your house.

Plan your writing
• Think about the content of your letter. Why are you
contacting the council? Give detailed information
about the problem and indicate what you expect to
happen next.
• Give a time frame for action and your contact details.
• Remember to use formal language.
Check your writing
• Have you used appropriate formal language?
• Have you checked your grammar and spelling?
• Did you find any mistakes?

Yours sincerely,
Steven Jones
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